The Life and Times of Andrew R. Juhl
TTGTll vA. 11 : None More Black
Written by Andrew R. Juhl of the University ofIowa (A.K.A. Pooky, Pookster, Pookman, Andy)
Subj ect: All things in this packet relate to the author in some way ( 12 academic, 12 TRASH)
TOSS-UPS

1. "Oh ... and by the way, the next time you're passing through Santa Monica, CA., stop in
at Renee's Courtyard Cafe." (*) That is the cryptic message following this movie about two
fired security guards, Ivan Alexeev and Josh Tager, who-despite bumbling inexperience-put
Roscoe's Chicken and Waffles on the map, foil perverted Senator Norman Mart's presidential
campaign, and return ex-soul music icons "The Swanky Modes" to superstardom. Name, FTP,
this 1988 Tim Robbins and John Cusack pairing, and Pooky's favorite obscure 80s movie.
ANSWER: Tapeheads
2. Andy rocked out to this band at the Iowa State fair ... hardcore. At last count, this band's
worldwide record sales exceeded 25 million units. Their self-titled 1968 debut album-was
recorded in a mere four days. (*) Ex-Sparrow member Dennis Edmonton wrote their first
major hit, a song that was subsequently featured prominently (along with the band's pointed
reading of Hoyt Axton's anti-hard-drug composition "The Pusher") in the seminal '60s film Easy
Rider. FfP, name this band currently touring in it's fourth decade and lead by John Kay.
ANSWER: Steppenwolf
3. In the Spring of 1970, ItalDesign was contracted to style two new cars. One was
eventually named the Golf/Rabbit, and its sister design was called this (*). Touted 1975's
"Dream Car", the relatively unchanged design sold 504,200 units by 1981. Then, the Mark2 was
introduced with a more rounded body and progressively larger engines until 1992, when
production ceased after selling just 340,700 units in eleven years. FfP, this is the name Andy's
first car, VW's economy coupe with GLI and GTI versions, a term also meaning a hot or warm
wind of cyclonic origin from an arid or heated region.
ANSWER: Scirocco (shi-roc-co)
4. You/you have/you have me. You/you have/you have me. (*) You have me/you have asked
me/you have asked me/you have asked me and I have said nothing. Will you until death does
part you/be true to her on all days. No. Will you until the death of the slit/love her, even in bad
times. No. FfP, these are the translated German lyrics to Pookman's favorite track, the fifth on
Rammstein's "Sehnsucht" album.
ANSWER: Du Hast OR You Have
5. More than 3000 years ago, aliens from a planet called Tarn Vedra invented (*) a way to
travel across the stars almost instantaneously. They used it to build a vast commonwealth of
planets across six galaxies. When Earth was ready, we were welcomed into it. Unfortunately,
there were factions that came to disagree with the Commonwealth's methods. FfP, this backstory
set's up the "The Fall" and "Long Night" caused by the Nietzscheans (Nee-chee-yens) on the first
episode what posthumous Gene Rodenberry conception watched every Sunday night by the
packet author.
ANSWER: Gene Rodenberry's Andromeda

6. With pale and wheat malts and cluster hops, Andy loves this brew-available April
through September-has an original gravity of 11.75 (*), a Lovibond Tintometer
measurement of 6.3, and a bitter unit rating of 13. Described by its manufacturer as "a crisp brew
sweetened with Wisconsin loganberries, elderberries and blackberries", it can be served over ice
with a slice oflemon or lime. This is, FIP, what Leinenkugel's brew that-with equal parts
Honey Weiss--creates a drink called the Honey Berry.
ANSWER: Leinenkugel' s Berry Weiss
7. Pride is his greatest fault. He was overlooked for a promotion that was unfairly given to
the boss's son, leading him to think he could probably do his boss's job better, anyway (*).
Milton makes us sympathize with this character's hurt feelings, his fiery determination to rule
himself, and the pain and alienation he feels upon seeing Earth, a place made for the ones God
loves. FIP, name this character, who---even after reading the epic poem-Andy doesn't think is
the protagonist of "Paradise Lost", no matter what Donald Sutherland says.
Answer: Satan
8. Andy's girlfriend made him learn all about this. It is wider than a mile, and the singer
pledges to follow wherever it goes, as they are "after the same rainbow's end" (*) that's
"waitin' 'round the bend." Both the singer and the title are "two drifters off to see the world"after all, "there's such a lot of world to see;" Name this dream-maker and heart-breaker and
you've named FTP this 1961 song, oft covered but first performed by Audrey Hepburn in the film
Breakfast at Tiffany's.
ANSWER: Moon River
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9. A man-eating Christmas gift, a chainsaw weight-loss system, a faulty head inflator, corn,
more corn, (*) a system of travel which involves his own blood propelling his lifeless body all
the way to Phoenix, an arachnid fiance, a kick ass guitar and amp set-up, Moth-monster-man, and
(Andy's Favourite) the Rab-bot are amongst the creations of, FIP, what crazy South Jersey Shore
scientist, who - with a loud "Gentlemen, behold!" - introduces his inventions to his assistant Steve
before each episode of Aqua Teen Hunger Force?
ANSWER: Dr. Weird (Prompt on any early buzz which contains the words "Aqua Teen Hunger
Force")

10. In Latin it reads: sic enim dilexit Deus mundum ut Filium suum unigenitum daret ut
omnis qui credit in eum non pereat sed habeat vitam aeternam. (*) In Spanish it reads:
Porque de tal manera amo Dios al mundo, que ha dado a su Hijo unigenito, para que todo aquel
que en el cree, no se pierda, mas tenga vida eterna. And, FTP, Pooky had to learn this bible
passage, which in the King James English version reads: For God so loved the world, that he gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting
life.
ANSWER: John 3:16 (5 style points if they yell it or write it and just show it to you.)
11. Under British law, when you reach this age you can become an MP, drive a large
passenger or heavy goods vehicle(*), and apply for a licence to sell alcohol. This is also the
eighth Fibonacci number and triangular number by adding one through six. There are twice this
many spots on two dice. FIP, name this number, the winning score in tennis and in Black Jack;
also the question writer's age.
ANSWER: 21

12. Andy loves this drama following the seasoned veteran of his squad (who has seen it aU)
and his partner, whose difficult past is the reason she joined (*) the unit. Also featured are a
transfer detective from Baltimore's homicide unit, Detective Odafin Tutuola, Assistant District
Attorney Alexandra Cabot, and the occasional psych work-up from actor B.D Wong. FTP, give
the name for this NBC drama, which heralds the return of the character Capt. Donald Cragen
from the original Law & Order series.
ANSWER: Law & Order: Special Dctims Unit
13. In 1964, Krause Gentle Corporation, owning a handful of gas stations, purchased Solar
Transport (*) and flourished in the trucking business. By late 1977, the company had grown to
65 convenience stores employing 327 people, and in the 80 ' s, KG contracted with Blimpie, Taco
John's and Burger King to heighten the in-store service. FTP, identify this convenience store
chain that once employed Mr. Juhl as a manager, and which currently has over 350 depots in 12
states, employing 3,000 associates, and uses the slogan "We got all out!"
ANSWER: Kum & Go
14. In Iowa and South Carolina, this is 14 for men and 16 for women. (*) In Colorado, it's 15
for men, 17 for women. In most other states where there is a sex differential, however, it's 16 for
men, 18 for women. Most states use the same number for both sexes, which is usually 16 or 18,
with the exception of lllinois, Louisiana, Nebraska, New Mexico, and New York, which use 17.
FTP, the aforementioned numbers apply to these U.S. laws governing adolescent sexual activity
that Andy knows inside and out by necessity.
ANSWER: age of consent laws
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15. In the summer of 1949, inveterate gambler 'Nick the Greek' Dandolos approached
'Benny B.' with the request to set-up a two-person match. (*) 'Benny B .' agreed, with the
stipulation that the game be played in public view. During the marathon, which lasted five
months, the two men played every form of the game imaginable. The challenged, Johnny Moss,
ultimately won 'the biggest game in town' and an estimated $2 million. When 'the Greek' lost his
last pot, he arose from his chair, bowed slightly, and uttered the now famous words, "Mr. Moss, I
have to let you go," and then went upstairs to bed. These events lead to, FTP, this massive game
of poker held in Las Vegas each year since 1970 and watched by the packet author each year
since 1995 .
ANSWER: Binion's Horseshoe World Series of Poker
16. Andy's girlfriend's favorite animals, these primates are monogamous. Unlike most
other nocturnal creatures, they do not have a reflective layer (*) behind their eyes. Vertical
clingers and leapers, they have elongated anklebones-their namesake-that act like levers and
allow them to jump up to 10 times their own body length. FTP, name these prosimians that have
eyes weighing as much as their brains and vertebrae allowing them to turn their heads 360
degrees.
ANSWER: Tarsiers
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17. Containing of 296 aphorisms grouped thematically into nine different chapters, this 19th
Century philosophical work (*) is one of Andy's favorite books. The preface accuses
philosophers of dogmatism, and-after a discussion of the religious spirit-the author embarks
on a series of epigrams. The final chapter presents Nietzsche's conception of 'what is noble' : a
solitary, suffering soul, misunderstood by those it has risen above. FTP, name this book, the
follow-up to Nietzsche's more allegorical "Thus Spoke Zarathustra".
Answer: "Beyond Good and Evil"

18. His real name is Cirroc. Our world frightens and confuses him. (*) Sometimes the
honking horns of traffic make him want to get out of his BMW and run off into the hills, and
when he gets a fax, he wonders if little demons inside the machine type it. One hundred thousand
years ago, he went hunting on the frozen wastes and fell in a crevasse. FTP, name Pookster's
favorite SNL character, who was unfrozen in 1988 and earned his law degree soon after.
ANSWER: Unfrozen Caveman Lawyer
19. Belonging to the family Mustelidae of the order Carnivora, this animal is classified as
Enhydra lutris (*). Native to the American and Asian shores of the North Pacific Ocean, they
can reach a length of 1 to 1.2 meter. They feed mainly on mollusks and sea urchins, which they
crush with their large, blunt teeth, but they also regularly use rocks as tools to open shellfish
while swimming on their backs. FTP, name this only marine mammal lacking an insulating layer
of blubber and the type of stuffed animal named "Mr. Pickles" that Pooky slept with as a little
boy.
Answer: Sea Otter
20. Son of Iapetus and Clymene, brother of Prometheus, and father of Calliope and the
Pleiades (*), this character in Greek mythology is identified with mountains in northwest Africa
and a restaurant in downtown Iowa City where your packet author works. Hercules shouldered
his burden in exchange for fetching the apples of the Hesperides. FTP, name this Titan who,
when defeated, was condemned to hold the sky on his shoulders for all eternity.
Answer: Atlas
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21. Pookman has the rarest form of this. A defect involving the X-chromosome, this trait
was one of the first sex-linked characteristics identified through chromosomal genetics.
Protanopia (*). Mfects approximately 1.0% of Caucasian males. Deuteranopia affects roughly
the same percentage, but Tritanopia affects only about 0.001 % of Caucasian males. Other causes
of this include tumors, aneurisms and some diseases. FTP, name this trait that affects the
approximately 6 million color-sensitive cells of the retina.
Answer: colorblindness

BONUSES
1. Pencil and parer ready. Pooky is a TA for Calculus at the University ofIowa. He loves calculus.
Evaluate the following, 5 for one, 10 for two, 20, for 3,30 for four; you will have 5 seconds apiece.
a) 1 plus cotangent squared x for any x
Answer: Cosecant Squared x (or csc 2x)
b) log base 6 of216
Answer: 3
c) sine of 135 degrees
Answer: SQRT(2)12
d) the anti-derivative of dx over x
Answer: natural log of x

2. The Pookster loves the women, but he didn't know just how much until he took a Women's Studies class
and found out that he falls under the defInition of "feminist". Broads love feminists . Identify these other
feminists from works, FTPE:
a) Sexual Personae
Answer: Camille Paglia
b) The Handmaid 's Tale
Answer: Margaret Atwood
c) The Beauty Myth
Answer: Naomi Wolf
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3. Even though Mr. Juhl currently earning two Bachelor of Science Degrees, he never gets any science
tossups at practice. See if you can match what he does know by giving the more common names (not
symbols) of these constants involving a different kind of joule FTPE:
a) 4180 joules per kilogram Kelvin
Ans: calorie OR specifIc heat capacity of water
b) 6. 6.626 X 10-34 Joule seconds
Ans: Plank's Constant
Ans: Boltzmann Constant
c) 1.38 x 10-23 joules per Kelvin
4. Andrew Robert is known to his family as "Andy Bob". He hates this. He hate these other famous Bobs,
too. Name them, FTPE.
a) Wisconsin Senator who served from 1906 to 1925
Answer: LaFollette
b) Father of Modem Rocketry
Answer: Goddard
c) Father of chemistry
Answer: Boyle
5. Samuel L. Jackson, Bruce Willis. They like working together, and Andy likes it when they work
together. See if you can name their 3 joint acting ventures (as of August, 2003); 5 for one, 15 for two, 30
for all three. (Note: National Lampoon's Loaded Weapon 1 doesn't count, Andy wants movies where they
both played substantial roles.)
ANSWER:
Pulp Fiction
Die Hard: With a Vengeance (Accept Die Hard IID
Unbreakable
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6. Answer these related questions about Pooley's favorite crime saga FSNOP.
(10) When the last honest citizen of "Poisonville" is murdered, it Continental Op stays on to punish the
guilty-even if that means taking on an entire town. This is a tagline for what 1929 Dashiell Hammett
crime series?
ANSWER: Red Harvest
(10) - The plot of "Red Harvest" is often considered the uncredited basis for this 1961 Kurosowa classic
about a crafty ronin.
ANSWER: Yojimbo
(5, 5) - The plot lends itself well for remakes .. .western style. FFPE, give the names of the 1964 Clint
Eastwood and the 1996 Bruce Willis knockoffs of Yojimbo.
ANSWERS: Per un pugno di dollari OR A Fist Full of Dollars. Last Man Standing
7. Identify these movies Andy owns from a brief description of the plot FTPE with an additional FFPE if
you can name the country music star playing a main role in that movie.
(10) - Dusty Wyatt Chandler is a super star in the country music world, but his shows have the style of a
'70s rock concert. One day he takes a walk, leaving of his overdone concerts to fmd his roots.
ANSWER: Pure Country
(5) - Country music star?
ANSWER: George Strait
(10) - After a hard night, bartender Randy runs into a seductive lady who seems to have evaded a rape.
The two become a couple, and Randy's cousin Carl is driven crazy by Randy's incredibly sexy new
girlfriend as well as the investigating officer, Detective Dehling.
ANSWER: One Night at McCool's
(5) - Country music star (hint: she played the psychiatrist)?
ANSWER: Reba McEntire
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8. The Stephanie Plum novels by Janet Evanovich have become one the top selling literature series in the
last decade, and Andy's girlfriend has read every crappy one of them. FFPE, name any six of the first nine
numerically named novels in the Stephanie Plum series.
ANSWER:
One for the Money
Two for the Dough
Three to get Deadly
Four to Score
High Five
Hot Six
Seven Up
Hard Eight
To the Nines
9. Bo knows football. Andy knows people who know Bo knows football. Given a brief history ofa college
football traveling trophy, identify the two schools that play for it, 5 for each school.
(5,5) These two teams used to play for a large slab of wood with the word BACON burned into its side, so
the winning team could bring horne the bacon. Now they battle for Paul Bunyan's axe.
ANSWERS: University of Minnesota, University of Wisconsin
(5 ,5) These two teams hook up every year in the "Battle ofI-I0" with not one, but two trophies on the linethe Silver Spade and the Brass Spittoon.
ANSWERS: New Mexico State University, University ofTexas-EI Paso OR UTEP
(5,5) They play for the Territorial Championship Cup, certified by the NCAA as the oldest prize given as
part ofa rivalry series. In true rivalry fashion, it was missing from 1951-2001.
ANSWERS: University of Arizona, Arizona State University

10. The Pookman has a girlfriend. Answer these questions about these other crappy boyfriends but found
in song FTPE:
(10) In this Wheatus song, the boyfriend drives an IROC and brings his gun to school. Thank god for the
coincidental love for Iron Maiden between the title character and his love interest.
ANSWER: Teenage Dirtbag
(10) The boyfriend in this American Hi-Fi debut gives his girlfriend nothing but his dirty laundry, and he
has pictures on his wall of all the girls he's had sex with.
ANSWER: Flavor of the Week
(10) Jimmy Fallon's ill-fated debut comedy album "The Bathroom Wall" contains this track about a guy
who makes out with his girl's best friends, makes long distance calls on her phone, and gives her a Norelco
Big Trimmer with his name etched in it as a gift.
ANSWER: Idiot Boyfriend (prompt on "Idiot")
11. You might be aware of some of the theatrical contributions Andy's home state, Iowa, has made to
American cinema and television. Given the accomplishments of the thespian, name that thespian, S-1O-1S.
(S) In addition to being a friend of the Osbournes, this guy was in The Good Son with Macaulay Culkin,
The Ice Storm with Sigourney Weaver, and some random movie with Liv Tyler about elves and trolls and
humans. A low-budget, indie affair; I forget what it was called.
ANSWER: Elijah Wood
(10) Dude, this former biochemical engineering student at the University ofIowa struck it big when he
became a model and then actor and then Brittany Murphy's boyfriend. Sweet!
ANSWER: Ashton Kutcher
(IS) This actor is best known as Howie Munson on The Fall Guy and Col. Bill Stillfield on Designing
Women. He also directed the Sweet Valley High TV series. He currently owns and operates a vineyard
when not directing made-for-TV movies.
ANSWER: Doug Barr
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12. Sketch comedian Phil LaMarr has come a long way since getting his head blown all over the back seat
in Pulp Fiction. Well, he's been doing a lot of voice work, anyhow; and much of it on shows that Andy
watched religiously on Cartoon Network. Questions, answers, FSNOP.
(S) LaMarr voices the titular character of this series, a sword-carrying hero thrown into the future by the
evilAku.
ANSWER: Samurai Jack
(10) LaMarr's voice can also be found on this Adult Swim cartoon where he gives life to the characters
Lionel Preacherbot, iZac, and Hermes Conrad among others.
ANSWER: Futurama
(10) LaMarr also voices this character of The Justice League on Cartoon Network's primetime series of the
same name. His superhero name or actual identity is acceptable.
ANSWER: The Green Latem OR John Stewart
13. Two all-beef patties, special sauce, lettuce, cheese, pickles, onions on a sesame seed bun. That's child
stuff, but see if you can name these other Ando-loved Mickie D's menu items given the list of ingredients
from McDonald's website FTPE.
(10) Quarter Pound 100% Beef Patty, Sesame Seed Bun, Lettuce, Tomato Slice, Mayonnaise, Ketchup,
Chopped Onions, Pickle Slices, Grill Seasoning.
ANSWER: Big 'N Tasty
(10) Regular Beef Patty, Regular Beef Patty, Regular Bun, Sharp Pasteurized Processed American Cheese,
Ketchup, Mustard, Pickle Slices, Onions (Dehydrated), Grill Seasoning.
ANSWER: Double Cheeseburger
(10) Quarter Pound 100% Beef Patty, Sesame Seed Bun, Sharp Pasteurized Processed American Cheese,
Ketchup, Mustard, Pickle Slices, Chopped Onions, Grill Seasoning.
ANSWER: Quarter Pounder with Cheese

14. Andy is getting a BS in Psych, and loves how many studies have proven that sex works in advertising,
even when that sex in subliminal. Name the company given its slogan that can be taken as a double
entendre FFPE.
(S) "Does she or doesn't she?"
ANSWER: Clairol Hair Coloring
(S) "We bring good things to life."
ANSWER: Qeneral glectric
(S) "Many Happy Returns."
ANSWER: IBM Electric Typewriters
(S) "Buy a bucket of chicken and have a barrel of fun."
ANSWER: Kentucky fried .Qhicken
(S) "If it feels good then just do it."
ANSWER: Nike Shoes
(S) "Some of our best men are women."
ANSWER: United ~tates Army
IS. Not everyone in the world can be a member ofPooky's fraternity, Phi Upsilon Kappa, but maybe you
can join these other fraternities FSNOP.
(S) This is the fraternity chapter started by Lewis and Gilbert in Revenge of the Nerds.
ANSWER: Lambda Lambda Lambda OR Tri-Lambs
(S,S) This ONE-LETTER Greek symbol was used in throughout the movie Animal House to denote the
home of pledges Otter and Flounder, and this other ONE-LETTER Greek symbol was used to denote the
house that gets them expelled.
ANSWER: Delta House, Omega House
(IS) This was the frat that the Godfather started in Old School. You're my boy, Blue!
ANSWER: Lambda Epsilon Omega
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16. VISUAL BONUS. Anime, don't you just love it? Pooky does. FFPE, given a picture of a Super
Saijin (pron. Say-yin) from the DBZ and DBGT series, identify whether that character is at Super Saijin
Levell, Level 2, Level 3, or Level 4.
ANSWER:
(A) Level 4 (Goku)
(B) Level 3 (Gotenks)
(C) Levell (Gohan)
(D) Level 3 (Goku)
(E) Levell (Vegita)
(F) Levell (Trunks)
17. Webster.com defines 'cribbage' as, "a card game for two players in which each player tries to form
various counting combinations of cards." Andy defines 'cribbage' as, "old people fun." Nevertheless,
given a cribbage hand and S seconds, tell how many points that hand would be worth using standard
counting rules FTPE (c=club, s=spade, d=diamond, h=heart):
(10) 2c, 2d, 3s, 3h, with 10h as the up-card.
.
ANSWER: 12 (fifteen 2, fifteen 4, fifteen 6, fifteen 8, pair is 10, pair is 12)
(10) 6c, 7c, 8s, 9s, with 9c as the up-card
ANSWER: 16 (fifteen 2, fifteen 4, fifteen 6, double-run of four is 16)
(10) 10d, 10c, lOs, 2s, with 4s as the up-card
ANSWER: 6 (pair royale is 6)

18. Anybody can paint by numbers, but The Pookman can get drunk by them! Name these oft-Andyordered shots on a 5-10-15 basis.
(5) This shooter contains Johnnie Walker Scotch, Jim Beam Bourbon Whiskey, and Jack Daniel's Whiskey.
ANSWER: The Three Wise Men
(10) This shooter contains Jack Daniel's Whiskey, Jim Beam Bourbon Whiskey, Jose Cuervo, and Captain
Morgan's Spiced Rum.
ANSWER: The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
(15) This shooter contains Jagermeister, Rumple Minze, Bacardi 151 Proof Rum, Goldschlager, and
Tequila.
ANSWER: The Five Star General
19. It's been said that Andy's wasted more Trojans than Achilles, and thus he knows a lot about them. See
if you do, too, FTPE.
(10) This 7%-inch long condom with a 1.8-inch diameter base shows off Trojan's new, patented spiral head
design for mutual stimulation and pleasure.
ANSWER: Trojan Twisted Pleasure.
(10) These 8-inch long, 2-inch diameter Trojans are made from microsheer polyurethane, not latex. They
transmit body heat between individuals for maximum pleasure.
ANSWER: Trojan Supra.
(10) While only slightly longer than most condoms in the Trojan line, this style sports a base that is 1/3
wider than normal, marketed for men who think normal condoms are just a bit too snug and men with
big ... egos.
.
ANSWER: Trojan Magnum XL
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20. Name one of Andy's favorite actors from quotes, 40-30-20-10.
(40) Hey, this is a sock!
(30) Oh, I think my bunny slippers just ran for cover.
(20) Go call Arnold and Sly and Jackie Chan and Van Darnne, and tell them the spear-chucker said hello!
(10) Let's here it for my band, Sexual Chocolate!
ANSWER: Eddie Murphy
21. John Goodman loves playing title roles, and Pooky loves John Goodman. Can you name them from the
given clues FTPE?
This 1992 movie featured Bruce Boxleitner as Jumpin' Joe Dugan.
Answer: The Babe
The Coen brothers love Goodman, and cast him to star in this 1991 flick.
Answer: Barton Fink
Goodman abdicated the throne of the English Monarchy to Peter O'Toole in this comedy. Too bad
O'Toole is Irish.
Answer: King Ralph
22. It was 1992. Elvis stamps were 29 cents, the new craze among L.A. teens was rioting, and a young Bob
Saget was teaching America how to laugh again. And your question writing watch much TV because his
parents got divorced (sniffle). Identify these ABC TV shows from the 1992-93 season FTPE.
(10) Tom Arnold plays the star of a self-titled sitcom, and we, the lucky audience, get a behind-the-scenes
look. It fInished the year at #20 in the Nielsen ratings, but as it followed #2 Roseanne, ABC thought it
wasn't worth bringing back.
ANSWER: The Jackie Thomas Show
(10) Thelma Hopkins and her two sons share a house with Cindy Williams and her two daughters. Hilarity
and hijinks ensue. Did I mention that half the cast was black, the other half white?
ANSWER: Getting By
(10) John Brunnell hosted this series which tracked police detectives over the course of diffIcult cases. It
also provided a glimpse into the private life of cops.
ANSWER: American Detective
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VISUAL BONUS (Bonus #16)

A.

B.

c.

D.

E.

F.

